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Phase I.
UNIT MISSION/GOAL(S)
Please state your unit’s mission/goal(s):
To advance the knowledge of statistics: by teaching statistics and processes, by research in statistics and statistical pedagogy,
and by dissemination of this knowledge to our students and the community we serve.

Please describe how your unit mission/goal(s) relate to the institutional mission
The study of statistics is central to the liberal arts education. The statistics curriculum serves as an integral part of students’
active pursuit of liberal arts education. The discipline’s mission concentrates on the three main components of the institutional
mission, namely, teaching, research, and outreach. The statistics curriculum is currently serving students who major/minor in
Statistics, major/minor in disciplines which requires a statistical background, aim to complete pre-professional programs, and
the whole Campus through its general education courses in mathematical/symbolic reasoning. The discipline’s mission also
involves dissemination of statistical knowledge to the community which supports the institution’s mission “(UMM) is an
educational resource and cultural center for citizens of west central Minnesota (and it has) strong sense of community”. The
discipline aims to be a leader in statistics education at the undergraduate level in a liberal arts environment. Under this
objective, the discipline created a model curriculum which is given in the following figure. The discipline also has a goal of
being a leader in the field on service learning/civic engagement and technology enhanced learning.

Figure 1. Statistics Curriculum
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ASSESSMENT AREAS IN GENERAL
Based on the discipline’s goals and objectives, assessment of student learning has been carried out in the
following areas:
I.

General Education: This consists of statistics service courses/introductory level courses.

II. Statistics Major/Minor: Basic component is the curriculum for majors/minors.
III. Liberal Arts Statistical Support System: Curriculum and statistical research support for students outside the statistics
discipline
IV. Special Areas
IV.A. Service learning/civic engagement
IV.B. Technology enhanced learning

STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES/EXPECTED OUTCOMES
Learning Objective 1.

Expected Outcome 1.

Students will gain the basic knowledge and skills to make

Demonstrated basic knowledge of calculus, analysis, algebra,

statistical contributions to modern society, whether in the

probability, statistics, and ability to describe these areas of

form of pure statistics or statistics applied to the other

statistics and see importance of this in their statistics

disciplines.

education. (A detailed learning objectives and expected
outcomes for these topics are prepared and updated regularly
during the implementation of the assessment process.)

Learning Objective 2.

Expected Outcome 2.

Students will sharpen their statistical intuition and abstract

• Demonstrated ability to model and solve real-world

reasoning as well as their reasoning from numeric data.

problems, formulate a problem statistically, and determine an
appropriate approach towards its solution.
• Demonstrated ability to write, read and construct proofs of
key results in various courses taken.

Learning Objective 3.

Expected Outcome 3.

Statistics and statistics curriculum will enhance students’

• Demonstrated ability on how to deal with theoretical and

critical thinking in domains involving judgments based on

applied statistical problems whose solutions do not fit exactly

data and stimulate the type of independent thinking

into any existing statistical knowledge. For instance, the

requiring research beyond the confines of the textbook.

student should try to embellish it or solve some special cases.
• Demonstrated ability to interpret results of a statistical
analysis.
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Learning Objective 4.

Expected Outcome 4.

The curriculum will prepare students to enter graduate

Students should be able to document and prove their statistics

school, and pursue careers in applied statistics.

background to get a job or admission to graduate schools.
Also, they should be able to meet the requirements for
professions such as actuarial science. Program should help
students to build a resume through a continuous and effective
advising.

Learning Objective 5.

Expected Outcome 5.

The students will be able to see and communicate

Demonstrated ability to describe and explain a theorem,

statistical ideas/results effectively and identify potential

statistical formula/model, and a result of a statistical analysis

pitfalls of any statistical analysis.

in broad terms to a non-specialist audience.
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ASSESSMENT METHODS & TOOLS BASED ON GENERAL ASSESSMENT AREAS
I. GENERAL EDUCATION: Statistics Service Courses/Introductory Level Courses
• LEARNING CHECKS: Thirty learning checks are designed covering all the key concepts in statistics. Target group is all
students taken the first course in statistics (Stat. 1601 “Introduction to Statistics” and Stat. 2601 “Statistical Methods”. The
students’ performances on these checks are not graded, but all of the students are required to take them. This assessment tool
may be viewed at http://www.morris.umn.edu/~sungurea/introstat/assessment1601/assessment1601.html.
Learning checks are designed to pinpoint the key concepts/issues and common mistakes.
Starting year of implementation: 1997
Implementation frequency: Every semester, all first courses in statistics
Size of database as of Spring 2007: 3,986
Type of assessment: Cognitive; direct conceptual
• RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY:
This investigation aims to measure the amount of information and the types of skills students retain from their introductory statistics
courses. The study primarily tests the hypothesis related to the post and present performance of the students. Furthermore, it is
hypothesized that knowledge retention will be highest for recognition tasks and lowest for problem-solving tasks. Additional
hypotheses are developed based on (i) the instructional strategies employed, and (ii) other individual differences between students
such as major, interest, prior knowledge of statistics, etc.
Students who completed the course in the past are retested with a new version of the comprehensive final exam from the class
they took. The new form of the exam asks all the same questions with only minor changes, and it are graded in the same manner as
the original. Students also complete a detailed questionnaire that includes background information on other variables such as
gender, major, prior knowledge of statistics, interim exposure to statistics, etc. The students are asked not to do any special studying
of statistics prior to the new test.
Since, only 20 students per comparison group are needed to obtain statistical power above .80 for basic statistical tests under
fairly conservative assumptions (mean difference of >.75 SD), 50 students are randomly selected from the pool.
The study aims to compute a “relative loss” estimate, which will serve as the dependent variable. However, because some students
have taken the class the previous semester, while others may have taken it as long ago as five or six years the hypothesized relative
loss rates for different groups of students must be stated as a function of time. Specifically, average relative loss rates are
hypothesized to fit non-linear, non-decreasing functions of time elapsed since the course was taken (Semb, 1994). The exact shape
of the hypothesized functions will be worked out in detail during the literature review, but based on an initial review of studies of
both retention in mathematical subjects and basic theories of forgetting they are expected to be negative exponentials of the form:

where L is relative loss, T is time, A is the asymptotic relative loss (relative loss after an infinite period of time), and R describes
how quickly L approaches A. Different values for these parameters will be hypothesized for each group of student (such as Astudents, B-students, etc.) prior to data collection. Also, once parameter estimates are obtained from the sample, this function will
be used to transform scores to correct for time when performing t-tests.
This study provides a valuable addition to research on retention for several reasons. First, statistics is a relatively new and small
field of instruction and research on retention of statistics-area information is sparse. Second, introductory courses in statistics are
required for students in a number of majors at UMM. This provides a population of students whose statistical knowledge is mostly
a result of introductory statistics courses offered at UMM. Third, statistics is a relatively straightforward content area to test, with
well-defined right and wrong answers. This precision will help limit testing error and provide a more reliable measure of relative
information loss. Finally, the ever increasing need for statistical understanding in areas like medicine and law makes the retention
of statistical knowledge particularly important (Gigerenzer & Edwards, 2003).

II. STATISTICS MAJOR/MINOR
• CAPSTONE COURSE: STAT. 4901 SENIOR SEMINAR: Senior Seminar course is an opportunity for
majors in statistics to demonstrate that they have achieved the learning objectives listed in the previous section. The course is
designed to assess cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning and to do so in a student-centered and student-directed manner
which requires the command, analysis and synthesis of statistical knowledge and skills. In statistics discipline the course viewed
as an assessment tool of a comprehensive process described in Figure 2. The capstone assessment process described in this figure
integrates learning from the various courses in the statistics major by paying attention to the rest of the students’ academic
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experience. It requires the demonstration of the understanding of key concepts in statistics that are covered in various courses and
an application of that learning to a project which serves as an instrument of evaluation/assessment.

SPRING
SEMESTER
OF JUNIOR
YEAR

SELECTION OF TOPIC AND
SUPERVISOR(S)
(Interdisciplinary projects are
encouraged)

FALL
SEMESTER
OF SENIOR
YEAR

WEEKLY MEETINGS WITH
THE SUPERVISOR
THROUGHOUT THE SENIOR
YEAR

ASSESSMENT OF
STUDENT LEARNING
ON BASIC STATISTICAL
CONCEPTS

DISCIPLINE
MEETINGS

BASIC STATISTICAL
CONCEPTS

DETERMINATION
OF COURSES
RELATED WITH
LEARNING
DEFICIENCIES

INTERVIEWS/
ORAL EXAMS

PROJECT SPECIFIC
SPRING
SEMESTER
OF SENIOR
YEAR

REPORTING

ASSESSMENT OF
STUDENT’S ABILITY TO
CARRY OUT RESEARCH

SENIOR SEMINAR
PRESENTATION
SENIORS
STATISTICS FACULTY
FACULTY FROM OTHER
DISCIPLINES
EXTERNAL
INDIVIDUALS RELATED
WITH THE PROJECT

PRESENTATION
EVALUATION SURVEY
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
COMMUNICATION OF
INDIVIDUALIZED
ASSESSMENT PROCESS
FINDINGS TO THE
STUDENT (SUPERVISOR)

ASSESSMENT OF
STUDENT’S ABILITY TO
COMMUNICATE
FINDINGS
STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS OF
PRESENTATION
EVALUATION
SURVEY
MAJORS
ASSESSMENT OF
LEARNING
MEETING
ACTIONS/DECISIONS ON
CURRICULLUM IN
GENERAL

Figure 2. Capstone Course Comprehensive Assessment Process

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES: Capstone course assessment of student learning process given above
together with the statistics majors e-portfolio help discipline to create a student learning profile for the students. The details of the
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statistics majors e-portfolio is given below.
• STATISTICS MAJORS E-PORTFOLIO: Statistic discipline use the University of Minnesota E-Portfolio. Statistics EPortfolio has the following sections some of which already provided in the basic form.
A. Characteristics of Entering Students
High school Statistics courses, Statistics placement score, ACT Statistics score
An essay written by students on their expectations and academic plans
B. Learning Development of Students in Statistics during their Stay at UMM
Gateway/proficiency tests from basic skills courses
Specially designed examinations from the core courses
Course project reports
An essay on development of statistical ideas
A self-report of learning by students on each Statistics course that they have taken (which will
include answers to
questions like: What did you learn?, Why do you think that this course is
important in your Statistics education?, How will
you be able to use the knowledge that you have
gained in this course after your graduation?)
C. After graduation
Survey of Graduates
After the review of the Statistics faculty, the results of the assessment and the portfolios prepared by the students will be shared
with the external consultants/reviewers for input at the stage of institutional discipline reviews. Statistics discipline is planning to
continue to have the ties with St. Olaf and Grinell College from which a group of faculty carried out discipline’s 5 year review.

III. LIBERAL ARTS STATISTICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
Statistics faculty provides research support/consulting to the students from various disciplines in their course projects, senior
seminars, and other sponsored projects such as Morris Academic Partners (MAP), Undergraduate Opportunities Program
(UROP). Assessment of student learning in statistics has been assessed by carrying out interviews with the
instructor/supervisor, attending the students’ presentations, and/or analysis of the student written work.

IV.A. SPECIAL AREAS: Service Learning/Civic Engagement
• SERVICE LEARNING/CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
IV.B. SPECIAL AREAS: Technology Enhanced Learning
• TEL SURVEY: Since the statistics discipline uses technology heavily a special assessment instrument has been created for
this purpose. The instrument can be viewed at http://www.morris.umn.edu/~sungurea/telassessment/survey.html .

STATISTICS DISCIPLINE ASL-2007
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ASSESSMENT METHODS & TOOLS BASED ON LEARNING OBJECTIVES/EXPECTED OUTCOMES
Method(s), Measure(s), and Instrument(s) for Expected Outcome 1.
•

CAPSTONE COURSE ASSESSMENT PROCESS (Please see above)

•

LEARNING CHECKS (Please see above)

•

RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY (Please see above)

•

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES (Please see above)

•

LIBERAL ARTS STATISTICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT TOOLS (Please see above)

•

SERVICE LEARNING/CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEYS (Please see above)

•

TEL SURVEY (Please see above)

Method(s), Measure(s), and Instrument(s) for Expected Outcome 2.
•

CAPSTONE COURSE ASSESSMENT PROCESS

•

RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY

•

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES

•

SERVICE LEARNING/CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEYS

Method(s), Measure(s), and Instrument(s) for Expected Outcome 3.
•

CAPSTONE COURSE ASSESSMENT PROCESS

•

RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY

•

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES

•

LIBERAL ARTS STATISTICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT TOOLS

•

SERVICE LEARNING/CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEYS

Method(s), Measure(s), and Instrument(s) for Expected Outcome 4.
•

CAPSTONE COURSE ASSESSMENT PROCESS

•

RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY

•

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES

Method(s), Measure(s), and Instrument(s) for Expected Outcome 5.
•

CAPSTONE COURSE ASSESSMENT PROCESS

•

RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY

•

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES

•

LIBERAL ARTS STATISTICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT TOOLS

STATISTICS DISCIPLINE ASL-2007
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Phase II.
USE OF OBSERVED OUTCOMES AND POSSIBLE ACTIONS
Please comment on the possible use of the findings of your assessment plan.
(In responding to this question you may want to consider the following issues; how would the results of the assessment be
communicated to faculty in you own and other disciplines? how could the results be used to improve the student learning and
programs? how could the results produce input to other related processes (e.g., academic and nonacademic planning, curriculum
review)? how could the results of the assessment change your unit’s mission/goal(s)? with which other units would you like to
share the results of your assessment?)
Assessment of student learning results are discussed in discipline meetings and shared with other client disciplines. The reports
on assessment are available at the discipline website. Also, statistics discipline communicates its findings to the academic
administrative units of the University of Minnesota, Morris.

The uses of the statistics discipline assessment of student learning process based on the assessment instruments are the
following
•

•

CAPSTONE COURSE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
o

Curriculum renewal

o

Individual course design

o

Order of the concepts within a course

o

Change of emphasis in a course

o

Coverage within a course

o

Use of different teaching pedagogies

o

Addressing different learning styles and preferences

o

Discipline resource allocation

o

Increasing the students’ successes in post graduate academic and professional lives

LEARNING CHECKS
o

Redesign of introductory level statistics courses, Stat. 1601 “Introduction to Statistics” and Stat
2601”Statistical Methods” to serve students better on meeting their general education requirement

•

o

Coverage of general education statistics courses

o

Order of concepts delivered

o

Coverage within a course

o

Use of different teaching pedagogies

o

Addressing different learning styles and preferences

o

Discipline resource allocation

o

Increasing the students’ successes in other courses that require statistical knowledge

RETENTION OF STUDENT LEARNING STUDY
o

Redesign of introductory level statistics courses, Stat. 1601 “introduction to Statistics” and Stat
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2601”Statistical Methods” to serve students better on meeting their general education requirement

•

•

o

Coverage of general education statistics courses

o

Order of concepts delivered

o

Coverage within a course

o

Use of different teaching pedagogies

o

Addressing different learning styles and preferences

o

Discipline resource allocation

o

Increasing the students’ successes in other courses that require statistical knowledge

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDENT LEARNING PROFILES
o

Curriculum renewal

o

Individual course design

o

Order of the concepts within a course

o

Change of emphasis in a course

o

Coverage within a course

o

Use of different teaching pedagogies

o

Addressing different learning styles and preferences

o

Discipline resource allocation

o

Increasing the students’ successes in post graduate academic and professional lives

LIBERAL ARTS STATISTICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT TOOLS
o

•

•

Enhancing student’s ability to use statistics effectively and efficiently in research

SERVICE LEARNING/CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEYS
o

Increasing motivation

o

Enhancing written and oral communication skills

o

Engage students with the issues related with the community that they are part of

TEL SURVEY
o

Enhancing student learning by using innovative academic technologies (AT)

o

Unified vertically and horizontally integrated course websites

o

Use of different teaching pedagogies

o

Addressing different learning styles and preferences

o

Discipline resource allocation
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IMPLEMENTATION NEEDS
Please comment on the information and assistance necessary for the successful implementation of your assessment process.
(In responding to this question you may want to consider issues like; what are the other units (e.g., other disciplines, programs,
administrators and/or committees that should produce input for the successful completion of your assessment cycle? what type
of input do you need from other units? what should be the function of the Assessment of Student Learning Committee and
Coordinator to increase the effectiveness of your unit’s assessment process? what type of support might your unit need for the
planning and application of your assessment cycle?)
•

Participation of client disciplines on surveys and interviews

•

Dedicated discipline resources, including faculty time

•

Enhanced support on implementation of assessment instruments

STATISTICS DISCIPLINE ASL-2007
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Phase III.
APPLICATION: OBSERVED OUTCOMES
Please comment on your findings of the implementation of the assessment methods and tools.
(In responding to this question you may want to summarize your findings, provide data that supports your interpretations,
discuss the validity of your results, and suggest ways of improving the methods and tools that you have used.)
o Learning checks, course-imbedded assessment of student learning, capstone course assessment process showed our
students lacked the ability to communicate their findings correctly and effectively by using simple words that can be
understood by non-statisticians.
o Capstone Course Assessment Process findings are given below:
o Positive
 Incorporation of statistics to real world situations
 Strength in statistical data analysis
 Effective use of statistical software packages
 Quality of presentation and communication of findings
 Demonstration of independent learning and research
 Quantity of interdisciplinary projects (education, economics, management, computer science,
geology, biology)
 High motivation, awareness of importance of statistics
 Satisfactory performance on writing articles
 Implementation of wide range of statistical techniques
o Negative
 Deeper theoretical perspective
 More demonstration of knowledge on theory of statistics and probability
 More emphasis on scientific writing
o Capstone Course Assessment Survey: The results of the survey are given below together with the assessment
instrument used. The surveys have been classified into two stages: earlier and recent. Cut off point for the stages is
academic year 2003. It is hypothesized that the second stage would reflect the changes made based on the findings of
the assessment of student learning process. Some of the findings triggered these changes are given above such as the
“inefficiencies on communicating statistical ideas effectively to non-statisticians.
 The survey instrument assesses the students’ learning based on three main learning objectives:
• “Students will be able to see and communicate statistical ideas effectively”
• “Statistics curriculum will enhance students' critical thinking in domains involving
judgements based on data and stimulate the type of independent thinking requiring research
beyond the confines of the textbook”,
• “The students will demonstrate basic knowledge of statistics and sharpen their statistical
intuition and abstract reasoning as well as their reasoning from numerical data”.
The classification and regression tree (CART) analysis of the data indicates that discipline actions based on the
assessment results improved students learning especially “communicating statistical ideas effectively”. The details of this
analysis can be seen in Figure 3. There were no statistically significant changes in “Statistics curriculum will enhance
students' critical thinking in domains involving judgments based on data and stimulate the type of independent thinking requiring
research beyond the confines of the textbook”.

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING FORM
STATISTICS DISCIPLINE: SENIOR PROJECT & PRESENTATION
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Student's Name:
Project/Presentation Title:
Assessor
❏ Statistics Faculty
❏ Non-Stat. Faculty
❏ External Evaluator

Date:

❏ Peer Evaluator (Student)
❏ Project Coordinator
❏ Other:…………………

Assessment Instrument
❏ Project Report
❏ Project Presentation

Assessment1
Comments
Students will be able to see and communicate statistical ideas effectively.
The student is able to describe and explain a 0 1 2 3 4 5
theorem, statistical formula/model, and a
solution of a problem in broad terms to a
non-specialist audience

The student is able to design and deliver
effective messages through the oral
communication channel.

0 1

2

3

4

5

The student is able to use presentation tools
effectively.

0 1

2

3

4

5

The student shows an enthusiasm toward the
area.

0 1

2

3

4

5

Statistics curriculum will enhance students' critical thinking in domains involving judgements based on data and
stimulate the type of independent thinking requiring research beyond the confines of the textbook.
1

Rating Scale:
0=No opportunity to observe, 1=Unsatisfactory, 2=Below Average, 3=Average, 4=Good, 5=Excellent
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The student shows an evidence of critical
and independent thinking.

0 1

2

3

4

5

The students will demonstrate basic knowledge of statistics and sharpen their statistical intuition and abstract reasoning
as well as their reasoning from numerical data.
The student demonstrates basic knowledge
0 1 2 3 4 5
of Statistics.

The student demonstrates a content
knowledge in the area of research.

0 1

2

3

4

5

Results for STAGE$ = EARLIER STAGE
Q1

Q2
72

Q3
72

Q4
72

Q5

N of Cases

72

72

Minimum

3.000 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000

Maximum

5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

Median

4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

Arithmetic Mean

4.111 4.278 4.083 4.111 4.222

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

N of Cases

103

103

103

103

103

Minimum

0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.000

Maximum

5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

Median

4.000 4.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

Arithmetic Mean

4.214 4.243 4.534 4.515 4.427

Standard Deviation 0.946 0.891 0.752 0.752 0.914

Standard Deviation 0.662 0.697 0.783 0.943 0.859

N of Cases

Q6

Q7

72

72

Minimum

3.000 3.000

Maximum

5.000 5.000

Median

5.000 5.000

Arithmetic Mean

4.514 4.486

Q6

Q7

N of Cases

103

103

Minimum

0.000 0.000

Maximum

5.000 5.000

Median

5.000 5.000

Arithmetic Mean

4.379 4.388

Standard Deviation 1.104 0.877

Standard Deviation 0.731 0.650
Results for STAGE$ = RECENT STAGE
Q1

Q2
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Figure 3. Classification and regression tree analysis of the capstone course assessment survey

o TEL Survey:
From our survey results we note that basic, crucial items are used most frequently by students. These are items like the
syllabus, homework information, and learning activities. We are surprised more students do not use the old exams, or the
lecture notes.
For those that used each learning tool, we note that students found old exams and exam-related material to be very useful.
The learning activities are used frequently and are rated as very useful by those who use them.
Students find the navigation through the site basically acceptable and have some belief the appearance could be improved.
Please see the below table for the results.
Technology Attribute

Percent Used
95

Sample size (N)
282

Exam Information

81
75
77
96

279
280
281
281

Previous Exams
E. Grade Book
Homework Information
Lecture Notes
Learning Activities
Statistical Computing
Email Communication
Civic Engagement Link
Chat Room
Discussion Board

71
65
88
66
85
77
82
79
57
1

281
283
281
280
278
282
282
282
280
280

Syllabus
Course Outline
Resources Links
Learning Checks

Technology Attribute

Mean Usefulness
4.07

Standard Deviation
.89

Sample size (N)
267

Exam Information

3.91
3.95
3.92
4.39

.92
1.01
.97
.78

224
211
216
267

Previous Exams

4.23

.94

197

E. Grade Book

4.15

.95

182

Homework Information

4.04

.91

244

Lecture Notes

3.84
4.41

1.00
.83

182
234

3.78
3.83
4.11

.92
1.05
.92

215
228
223

3.56
4.00

1.11
1.00

157
3

Syllabus
Course Outline
Resources Links
Learning Checks

Learning Activities
Statistical Computing
Email Communication
Civic Engagement Link
Chat Room
Discussion Board
General Attribute
Site is easy to navigate

Appearance needs improvement

Mean Agreement

Standard Deviation

3.71

1.06

Sample size
(N)
279

2.23

1.12

279
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o Retention of Student Learning Study (General Education):
The preliminary results of the study are given below:
For the study 50 students are randomly selected from all sections of introductory statistics courses. The response rate was
96% (48 responses).
o On the average students finished the course 2.5 years ago.
o The average score on the new exams was 39.56%. This was mostly due to poor performance on certain items
such as hypothesis testing, proportions, and confidence intervals. Almost nobody got the question about turning
a correlation into a “percentage of variation explained by regression” correct. Some of the students seemed to
have difficulty understanding the instructions, and very few students seem to understand the Popperian logic of
non-bayesian hypothesis testing (i.e. many wrote things like "these numbers are not significant, so the null is
true"). On the other hand students did really well on probabilities.
o At this point one of the instructor’s student retention performance has been completed. The average relative
loss for these students was 60% (note that a student who scored 100 and now scores a 50 has the same relative
loss as a student who scored an 80 and now scores a 40). This seems a bit high, but it can be explained in part
by (a) the fact that the instructor may have awarded more partial credit when s/he grade the exams than the
project investigator did, (b) students were not provided with formula sheets as would have been allowed on the
in-class exam, (c) students were instructed to NOT study before taking the exam and (d) many students
seemed to lose interest in the online exam toward the end, when the harder 10-point questions came up. Very
few students did well on these last 2 questions, and we think this was in part due to lack of interest in taking the
exam. If this theory is right, then some students should show lower relative loss due to differences in
examinations between instructors, since their exams are multiple-choice, and requires varying effort from
students.
o Here are the performance breakdowns by professor:
Instructor 1
34.2%
(15.84)2
Instructor 2
36.1%
(12.65)
Instructor 3
48.2%
(17.85)
Instructor 4
29.5%
(17.85)
o The better performance of one of the instructor’s students can be explained with the difficulty of the exam.
There was surprisingly little reliable trend by year. Here are the year breakdowns:
SCORE
YEAR Mean
N
Std. Deviation
2002
36.74
1
.
2003
43.55 10
23.57
2004
44.25 15
18.83
2005
30.29 15
14.36
2006
44.03
7
11.83
Total
39.55 48
18.23
On the other hand the trend by final course grade was stronger:
SCORE
GRADE
Mean
N
Std. Deviation
2.00
22.6667
3
12.50333
3.00
33.6988
6
17.04494
3.33
39.7199
4
29.47776
3.67
36.6976
5
14.85357
4.00
49.2342
13
15.88102
The most striking observation is the jump in the student’s retention when we move from A- to A’s.
o Females actually did marginally better than males, although this is not significant.
SCORE
SEX
Mean
N
Std. Deviation
Female
40.3126
35
18.24078
Male
37.5175
13
18.79765
Total
39.5556
48
18.23427

o

Here is a breakdown by final course grade:

2

Standard deviations are given in paranthesis
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RELATIVE_LOSS
GRADE
Mean
N
Std. Deviation
2.00
34.67
3
9.815
3.00
40.67
3
10.504
3.33
59.00
2
9.899
3.67
55.50
3
8.352
4.00
48.09
5
20.117
Total
46.93
16
14.960
As one can observe, the relative loss has a hump shape, with B+ students losing the most material. However ther is
a high variation from one student to the other. An interesting hypothesis that has been formed to test is “some
students have mastered the art of getting A's without actually learning, while other students really learn the concepts
and it sticks with them”.
o Correlation between their new score and their final course grade is .439, p=.014.

o Learning Checks:
The performance of the students on various topics covered in general education statistics courses is given in table 1. The
results pinpoint the topics that need to be studied from both content and pedagogical point of views to improve student
learning:
Section

Concept

1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
6.1
6.2
6.3
7.1
7.2
8.1
8.2
9.1
9.2
10.1
12.1

Displaying Distributions
Describing Distributions
Normal Distributions
Scatterplots
Correlation
Least-Squares Regression
Cautions @ Regress & Corr
The Question of Causation
First Steps
Design of Experiments
Sampling Design
Toward Statistical Inference
Randomness
Probability Models
Random Variables
Mean and Var of Rand.Vars
Probability Laws
Counts and Proportions
Sample Means
Estimating with Confidence
Tests of Significance
Use and Abuse of Tests
Inference => Mean of Pop.
Comparing Two Means
Inference for a Single Prop.
Comparing Two Proportion
Inference Two Way Tables
Form/Models for Two Way
Simple Linear Regression
One-Way ANOVA
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Sample
Size
404
375
352
282
299
250
199
139
229
227
256
212
261
305
206
193
173
193
232
278
250
164
245
185
167
215
144
152
120
87

Mean
78.83
76.02
78.87
86.79
63.29
57.70
63.34
67.62
76.12
91.10
55.94
81.57
78.73
59.67
78.74
70.47
67.87
61.90
69.93
68.20
74.44
81.71
65.20
69.05
74.25
68.49
75.35
62.66
61.80
57.78

Standard
Deviation
21.99
20.43
19.82
20.35
22.64
28.04
25.80
32.89
22.94
15.05
26.73
21.02
30.66
26.40
21.65
26.56
26.86
21.16
28.65
27.49
22.01
19.60
27.18
32.32
27.50
27.20
28.66
26.37
27.03
26.99
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ACTIONS TAKEN
Please comment on the actions that you have taken or planning to take based on your findings.
(In responding to this question you may want to consider the following issues; what other units were involved with the actions
that you have taken? what was the impact of the actions that you have taken on the students’ learning? what other structures do
you propose to increase the success of you actions?)
o As a solution “the students’ weakness on communicating their findings correctly and effectively by using simple words that
can be understood by non-statisticians”, statistics discipline started to implement the Media Reports Project to improve
students’ communication skills while addressing other important learning objectives. Media reports can be viewed at
www.morris.umn.edu/services/cst/statbook/maps/. Assessment of student learning on both cognitive and attitudinal
domains indicated a substantial improvements. Discipline will continue to use the tool and keep on assessing its
effectiveness. The results are discussed in various articles published by statistics faculty.
1. Kim, J-M, Sungur, E.A., and Heo, T-Y, “Calibration approach estimators in stratified sampling”, Statistics &
Probability Letters, Elsevier, 77, 99-103, 2007 (available online 7 July 2006)
2. Sungur, E.A., Winchester, S.B., Anderson, J., and Kim, J-M, “A way of integrating civic learning into statistics
courses: media reports”, Electronic-refereed Proceedings of 7th International Conference on Teaching Statistics
(ICOTS-7), 1-6, 2006
3. Sungur, E. A., Anderson, E. A., and Winchester, B. S. (2005), Integration of Service Learning into Statistics
Education, Mathematics in Service to the Community: Concepts and models for service-learning in the
mathematical sciences, Edited by: Hadlock, C. R., the Mathematical Association of America Publication, 101110
4. Anderson, J.E. and Sungur, E.A., Enriching Introductory Statistics Courses Through Community Awareness,
Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Teaching Statistics, Conference Papers, Developing a
Statistically Literate Society, Editor Brian Philips, ISBN: 085590 782 7, Electronic Publication, 2002
Some main features are summarized below.

MEDIA REPORTS PROJECT
This project is a collaborative effort by the Statistics Discipline, UMM Center for Small Towns, and UMM
External Relations. The mission of the Center for Small Towns is to focus the University’s attention and resources toward
assisting Minnesota’s small towns. Locally identified issues create applied learning and research opportunities for faculty
and students. In our previous civic learning initiatives, namely the Community Service Learning Projects, and the Civic
Engagement Workbook for Statistics, community benefactors identified and defined a problem, then the Center for Small
Towns coordinator formulated a way to integrate the solution process of this problem into course structure. Students
worked on the problem and communicated their findings to the community benefactor. This integration involved teaching
elements such as classroom examples, homework and exam questions, learning checks, required or optional chapter or
course projects, and classroom discussions.
In this Media Reports Project, each student in the introductory statistics course identifies and defines a problem or
issue to a community of interest to the student. This is typically easy for the student, due to substantial past experience with
at least one “community” of some sort. The student then collects data, creates a relevant graphical display, and writes a
short summary of findings. This summary is designed to be of interest to community members, and available for use by
media.
Figure 2 summarizes most of the features of the project, including, student learning objectives, other expected
outcomes, timeline for a fifteen week semester, elements of the process, and units involved. We have developed a process
that integrates learning objectives of statistics and community data analysis needs. At the same time we are building skills
and knowledge in students for use after the course is complete. The media reports project has a wide range of impacts:
enhancing student statistical communication, providing topics of interest for undergraduate research in other disciplines,
and giving visibility to the institution. The details of the project are given at www.morris.umn.edu/services/cst/statbook/,
and the students’ work can be viewed at www.morris.umn.edu/services/cst/statbook/maps/.
GOALS, LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES
There are three general goals of the project: enhance student learning of statistical concepts, concentrate on the
higher level of the integration in collaborative structures, and integrate civic learning with broader institutional goals. By
this, we envision civic learning impact beyond student learning in a course, such as impacting admissions and external
relations activities.
The project has a wide range of student learning objectives. Of course, primary goals are to improve students’
learning on main concepts and improve their communication of statistical information. We also expect to increase student
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awareness and sense of community, enhance learning motivation through a sense of ownership of the learning activity, and
improve student research and computing ability. Another direct, teaching-oriented objective of the project is to carry out an
alternative student learning assessment. Evaluations by peers, the Center for Small Towns staff, and the instructor gives a
comprehensive assessment process.
Other expected outcomes can be grouped into two areas: community, and the university in general. An important
outcome is to help the community understand statistical data that is available to them. This helps formulate good questions,
enhance decision-making, and make progress on the issue of interest. Universities will create a more efficient and effective
institutional environment by coordinating efforts at various levels. Achieving this institutional efficiency and effectiveness
is a key expected outcome of the project. By having media reports as a common connection, the admissions office, the
external relations office, and other units, can more effectively promote and publicize the University.

o

Based on Capstone Course Assessment Process
1. Higher emphasis on theory of statistics in higher level courses
2. Early start on project
3. More extensive coverage of topics such as survey sampling and design of experiments in the statistics curriculum.
4. Redesign and restructuring of the Mathematical Statistics, and Probability and Stochastic Processes courses.
5. Based on Capstone Assessment Survey results there were statistically significant improvement on student
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learning for meeting “communicating statistical ideas effectively” but not “enhancing students' critical thinking in
domains involving judgments based on data and stimulate the type of independent thinking requiring research beyond the
confines of the textbook”. Statistics faculty is a process of developing a new approach to enhance students learning

o

in both areas.
Based on the TEL Survey
1. The course website has been continuously redesign and updated based on students’ responses
2. The discipline faculty applied and received a grant to create a vertically and horizontally integrated technology
enhanced learning environment.
The project will involve development of content delivery tools to be used at various levels of statistics and
probability courses. Since some of the concepts are common in most statistics course, the same developed
material can be employed in different courses with modifications in the “statistical sophistication level”. These
courses are:
 Stat. 1601. Introduction to Statistics
 Stat. 2501. Probability Theory and Stochastic Processes
 Stat. 2601. Statistical Methods
 Stat. 3611. Multivariate Statistical Analysis.
As an example, the concept of “central limit theorem” has been discussed in all of these courses. An interactive
visual simulation on this concept can easily enhance the students’ learning at various levels.
Another aspect of this project will be seamless integration of the statistical software to the course. During this
integration process the following points will be taken into consideration:
1.
The statistical software and text should "speak the same language" and use the same terminology, so that the
learner will not be forced to learn two languages at the same time.
2.
The output of the statistical software package should match the format given in the text.
3.
To enhance learning, software should have flexibility. As an example when a stem-and-leaf display is
produced it should give the learner an option of selecting various versions, instead of producing the "best".
4.
Steps required in use of statistical computing should match the steps given in the text.
5.
Use of statistical software package for learning and application should be distinguished. For example, in
constructing boxplots the learner will be directly led to the boxplot module without having to select an
appropriate menu item. In the same direction, the output will be directed to learning rather than the one which
assumes the users know all aspects of the boxplots.

o

This project aims to respond to diverse ways of learning. Since students have different learning style, the
proposed learning environment will enable faculty to present material in alternative formats to accommodate such
differences. For a particular topic in introductory statistics the instructor will be able to give a verbal presentation,
a written presentation, a visual presentation by way of graphs or dynamic graphs, or with interactive web page
that will present the topic in a slightly different way to reinforce the linkage between past and current materials.
The backbone of the project can be viewed by visiting
http://www.morris.umn.edu/~sungurea/introstat/index2601.html and clicking on the “Alternative Content
Presentation” on the site map.
Based on the Retention of Student Learning Study
Statistics faculty is in a process of completing the statistical analysis on the collected data. After this atage,
discipline will search for innovative ways of improving student retention of learning.
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Appendices
Number of degrees granted within the academic years 2000-2007
Major
55
Please list the post graduate activity of your students and provide approximate percentages for each group
According to the discipline records 100% of the students who applied to a graduate program received acceptance from the schools
that they have applied. Also, very high percentage of them granted financial support in the forms of teaching assistantships,
fellowships, scholarships, and research assistantship.
Post graduate activity of the students who graduate with the statistics major is given in the table 2. The distribution of graduates
into various post graduate activities are summarized in figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4. The distribution of post graduate activities into general categories including the unknown cases.

Figure 5. The distribution of post graduate activities into general categories excluding the unknown cases.
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YEAR

POSTGRADUATION

Spring07
Spring07
Spring07
Spring07
Spring07
Spring07
Spring07
Spring07
Spring07

U Washington Biostat
US Census Bureau
U Iowa Quantitative Psychology
U Iowa Statistics
JET (Jap Exch Teachers)

Spring06
Spring06
Spring06
Spring06
Spring06

U Oklahoma Biostatistics
Mayo Clinic, statistics
Iowa State Statistics
Actuarial Science
U MN Statistics

Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05
Spring05

U MN Biostat
U Nebraska Stat
JET (Jap Exch Teachers)

Mankato Health Center
Ohio State Statistics
Wayzata Special Ed Teacher
Mankato State Statistics
Teacher
Target Corp

Target Corp

Spring04
Spring04
Spring04
Spring04
Spring04
Spring04
Spring04

U MN Statistics
U MN Statistics, Masters Graduated
U MN Humphrey Inst
U MN Environmental Health

Spring03
Spring03
Spring03
Spring03
Spring03
Spring03
Spring03

Federated Ins , Owatonna

Spring02
Spring02

U Waterloo Masters graduate

Musicland

Ingenix Corp
Harvard program
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Spring02
Spring02
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier
Spring01 and Earlier

Iowa State Phd program

U MN biostat graduate
U MN biostat graduate
Kansas State, Statistics Masters now at UMN Coordinating Centers
Biostats
Kansas State, Statistics Masters now at Pracs in Fargo ND
Phd U Virginia
Mayo Clinic
Mayo Clinic
Mayo Clinic
Mayo Clinic
3M

Table 2. Post graduate activities
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